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Volvo Cars Expands Scope of Car Connected
Services
Positive feedback spurs expansion of car connected services from
Volvo Cars

Customers love the car connected services from Volvo Cars.

Their positive feedback means good news for the automaker and for other Volvo customers. Seeing
that there is a want and need for mobile-app based car connected car services such as in-car grocery
delivery, mobile car washing and fuel ups, Volvo Cars plans to expand its reach of services to more of
its loyal customers.

Volvo car owners in Europe have
had access to in-car delivery since
2015, an industry first by Volvo
Cars. According to the automaker,
the positive feedback from
customers in Europe who take
advantage of this time-saving perk
is proof the automaker’s approach
to connected car services is a hit.

“We are continuing to identify the
areas where customers can save
time or reduce stress and integrate
those solutions into our connect car
platform,” said Anders
Tylman-Mikiewicz, Vice President
Consumer Connectivity Services
for Volvo Cars.

Slightly newer to the car connected
services list are mobile fuel-ups and
car washing, which Volvo drivers in Seattle and the San Francisco Bay area have been enjoying since
2017.

“The vehicle can automatically order fuel delivery when the gas gauge hits a certain level or
customers can schedule regular refueling at a specific time and place, such as when parked at the
office or overnight at home,” according to Volvo Cars.

A recent pilot program by Volvo Cars, designed to remove the stress of car maintenance, recently
ended with great success. The car connected pickup and delivery valet service program launched in
Palo Alto, California, where Volvo drivers in need of certain vehicle maintenance or services were
given a temporary car to use during the appointment. Once the repairs were finished, an authorized
Volvo driver would deliver their good-as-new vehicle to them. Volvo customers merely had to perform
a “few phone screen taps” to initiate the service and communicate their preferred time and location for
delivery.

“It’s as easy as ordering leading on-demand services such as ridesharing,” reports the automaker.

The success garnered by this program means Volvo Cars plans to initiate the pickup and delivery
valet service at more Volvo retailers next year and eventually at Volvo retailers across the nation.

The automaker predicts that Volvo’s On Call platform, which is standard on 2018 models in the U.S.,



The automaker predicts that Volvo’s On Call platform, which is standard on 2018 models in the U.S.,
will further expand its list of services in the near future, making customer convenience an ongoing
priority.
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2018 Volvo XC60 Earns World Car of the Year Title 
2018 Volvo XC60 is world’s best

The latest accolade earned by the new Volvo XC60 proves the luxury SUV is continuing its quest for
world domination.

The World Car of the Year 2018 title was bestowed upon the sophisticated midsize SUV at the New
York Auto Show. The esteemed award announcement — the first for Volvo Cars — follows the
XC60’s earlier recognition as the 2018 North American Utility of the Year™ and its inclusion on
Autotrader’s list of 10 Best Car Interiors.

“I am pleased to see our
company’s product investments
paying off,” said Håkan
Samuelsson, president and CEO of
Volvo Cars. “We are up against
some tough competition, but this
award for the XC60 shows that
Volvo has the right combination of
design, connectivity and safety that
appeals to customers across the
world.”

The World Car Awards are voted
on by a panel of 82 journalists from
around the globe. The XC60 won
by 34 points over the second-place
vehicle, the Range Rover Velar.
Within specific categories, the
XC60 tied the Velar for occupant
environment, and won the value
category outright among its luxury
competitors. In the safety category, the XC60 took the win by a relatively large margin. Among
competing SUVs, the XC60 topped out in the environment category. And finally, it placed second
overall in the market significance category.

This win marks the first of its kind for Volvo, though in past years the XC90 and S90 were both
finalists.

The 2018 XC60 is well-equipped with advanced driver assist technologies designed to help ensure
your safety and the safety of others around you. Standard safety features on the XC60 include Rear
Collision Warning, Lane Keeping Aid, Hill Descent Control and Automatic Braking After Collision.

“In the new XC60, Euro NCAP’s best overall performer in 2017, Volvo’s City Safety Autonomous
Emergency Braking system has been enhanced with steering support for when automatic braking
alone may not help avoid a potential collision,” Volvo reports. “In addition, Oncoming Lane Mitigation
with Steer Assist, which helps mitigate head-on collisions and Blind Spot Information System (BLIS)
with Steer Assist functionality, has been added to reduce the risk of lane-changing collisions.”

Not to be completely overshadowed by the XC60, the XC40 also earned prestigious praise for Volvo
Cars; at the Geneva Motor Show the small SUV received the European car of the Year Award.

Volvo Cars continues to captivate drivers, automotive experts and insiders with its sophisticated
design, power-hungry engines and innovative safety technology.
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To Our Military Family, Thank You For Your Sacrifice

Memorial Day is a time when we take a moment to appreciate the sacrifice of those great men and
women who have given everything so that we might live free and peaceful lives. From all of us here at
Kundert Volvo, thank you for your service.
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Volvo Cars Partners with Amazon for In-Car Delivery
in U.S.
Volvo Cars brings new connected car service to U.S. customers

Volvo Cars is expanding its car connected services to U.S. customers with the help of Amazon.
Together, the automaker and online retail giant are making it possible for Volvo customers and
Amazon Prime subscribers to receive in-car package deliveries.

“Simplifying the customer
experience is central to Volvo’s
digital vision. Receiving a package
securely and reliably in your car,
without you having to be there, is
something we think many people
will appreciate,” said Atif Rafiq,
chief digital officer at Volvo Cars.
“This mix of car and commerce is
starting the next wave of
innovation, and we intend to be at
the forefront.”

The convenient and free in-car
delivery service is easily accessible
through the Volvo On Call platform
and currently extends to 37 U.S.
metropolitan areas. Customers can
download the Amazon Key app and
sync their Volvo On Call and
Amazon accounts. They are then
free to shop on the retailer website after registering a specific delivery location. Once their cart is
ready to go, customers who want their packages delivered to their set of wheels should opt for the
“In-Car” selection during the checkout process.

The Volvo On Call and Amazon Key apps will send a notification of the package’s delivery estimated
time of arrival. The car must then be positioned near the registered address. Once the package has
been secured in the vehicle, the apps will send an alert.

“With Amazon Key In-Car, we’re fuelling another convenient and secure way to get packages to our
customers —and we know our customers are going to love it,” said Peter Larsen, Vice President of
Delivery Technology, Amazon.

Although Volvo’s In-Car Delivery Service is new to Volvo owners in the United States, it’s been
helping Volvo owners in Europe save time for almost three years; the service launched in Switzerland
and the Nordics in 2015.

The Volvo On Call platform is also responsible for another car connected service benefiting XC40
drivers: digital key sharing. This is now a standard feature on the new XC40 and allows drivers to
forgo using an key when they want to share their premium compact SUV with friends and family
members.

Seattle and San Francisco Bay area Volvo drivers can use the Volvo On Call platform to order mobile
car washing and fuel-ups. Palo Alto, California, drivers have recently participated in Volvo’s pilot
pickup and delivery valet service, designed to make car maintenance logistics hassle-free.



Volvo On Call also delivers essential information to Volvo drivers. With the platform, you can easily
locate the nearest gas station, your vehicle’s parking spot and the exact directions to your desired
location.

With such an innovative platform and a growing list of car connected services, Volvo Cars is
dedicated to improving the lives of its customers.
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Experience Gothenburg With Overseas Delivery

Deemed by Vogue Magazine as a must-visit city, Gothenburg, Sweden offers something for just about
everyone to enjoy.
 
You can meander down its cobblestone streets, taking in all the sights of this picturesque seaside
town, perhaps stopping at a café for fika – a very Swedish coffee-and-snack break. Treat yourself to a
giant cinnamon bun—Swedes love them! Stroll amongst the trees and flowers in the park called 
Trädgårdsföreningen. Take a Paddan boat tour through the canals. Unwind at the spa Hagabader in
the lovely Haga district. Enjoy meals at as many places as you can during your Gothenburg visit.
Everything from Michelin-starred restaurants to casual, trendy food trucks can be found just about
everywhere you look.

If you want more action, you can rent a kayak or a bicycle. Go on a lobster safari in September and
catch your own dinner. Check out Liseberg amusement park for rides and live music. Take in a hockey
game at Scandinavium. Shop your heart out at Nordiska Kompaniet (NK to the locals), a popular
shopping gallery. For nightlife, Andra Langgatan (street) is the place to be, with popular spots like the
beer-and-whiskey pub The Rover and clubs like the trendy Café Publik.
 
Another fun thing to do is to go island hopping in Gothenburg’s Archipelago. If you are looking for
good food and spectacular natural scenery, this is the place to go. You can see a lot in 24 hours.
Take the 281 ferry service for Vrångö Island out to beautiful Donsö. The ferry sails roundtrip every day
of the week, all year round.

The first sight to greet you at the ferry landing on Donsö are the red fishermen’s shacks. It’s just a
short walk to the island’s small boutiques and studios, as well as several nature trails. When you’re
looking for a good meal with a great view, there are restaurants which offer a variety of fish/seafood
and other local fare. There are fishermen’s shacks where you can even stay overnight, enjoying a
good night’s sleep to the sound of the waves lapping against the rocks.

Eat, drink, hike, shop... Get your Gothenburg on! Volvo Overseas Delivery can take you there.

It all begins by ordering a brand-new Volvo via our award-winning Overseas Delivery program. Most
models receive a discount off US MSRP and we pay the destination charge for you!

Once you have ordered your dream Volvo with Overseas Delivery, Volvo Corporate Travel helps book
your two complimentary roundtrip tickets to Scandinavia and your accommodations. One free night at
the first-class Clarion Post, in the heart of Gothenburg, is included with every OSD order.

In addition to the many options mentioned earlier, Volvo enthusiasts can also enjoy the factory tour (if
available), interactive Volvo Brand Experience Center, and Volvo Museum.

Volvo Overseas Delivery customers return to the USA with lasting memories and stories to tell, not to
mention a fantastic souvenir: their brand-new Volvo.

To begin your Overseas Delivery experience, contact your authorized Volvo Retailer, visit
www.volvocars.com/us/OSD  or call Overseas Delivery Customer Care at 1-800-631-1667.
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Pilot Pickup and Delivery Valet Service a Success
for Volvo Cars
Service appointments are hassle-free thanks to valet service from
Volvo Cars 

Service appointments are a necessity if you want to keep your car running in tip-top shape for longer.
But they are often a necessary hassle. Arranging transportation to and from the service center can be
a logistical nightmare as can being without your set of wheels. But Volvo Cars is working to eliminate
any inconvenience surrounding service appointments for Volvo drivers.

With the rollout and subsequent
success of its pilot pickup and
delivery valet service, California
Volvo drivers have experienced
how service appointments should
always be: stress free.

“Volvo customers who schedule
certain services or repairs can
arrange to have a temporary car
brought to them and dropped off at
their home or office by an
authorized Volvo driver, who then
takes the customer’s vehicle to a
local Volvo retailer,” reports Volvo.

To retrieve their vehicle once
repairs are finished, Volvo drivers
just need to communicate where
and when they want their vehicle
returned. Once the information is
received, an authorized Volvo driver will deliver the newly-repaired vehicle to the customer’s preferred
location.

Although the pilot pickup and delivery valet service was set in Palo Alto, Volvo Cars hopes to roll it out
nationwide; the program is already scheduled to reach more Volvo retailers in early 2019.

Based on the platform created by Luxe, which Volvo obtained last year, the pickup and delivery
service is embedded in a mobile app, requiring only a “few phone screen taps” from users.

“In the future, use of Volvo’s Digital Key technology will enable vehicle swaps without the owner
having to be available, making the customer experience totally seamless,” according to Volvo Cars.

The pickup and delivery valet service is another example of Volvo Cars’ dedication to making
customer service a convenient priority. Volvo customers in Seattle and the San Francisco Bay area
can already schedule washing and fueling services while Volvo customers in Europe can take
advantage of in-car grocery deliveries. The new Volvo XC40 is equipped with standard digital key
sharing, a feature that makes sharing the SUV with friends or family members a simple task.

The list of existing car connected services will continue to grow in the future and continue to save
customers valuable time, according to Volvo Cars.
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